
MASTERS OF LOVE, LIGHT, AND WISDOM
THE ASCENDED MASTERS

Who are the Ascended Masters?
The Ascended Masters have been the Elder Brothers, Protectors, Guardians, 
and Infallible Teachers of mankind throughout the centuries. They are the 
only Infallible Source of Instruction to the humanity of this earth, because 
They are Wholly Divine, and One with the God Self of every individual. They 
are the Living Fulfillment of the Law They teach, and are the only Ones who 
have manifested Complete Victory over so-called death. They are the Full 
Manifestation of that Light and Love which rule the Universe.
The Great Ascended Masters have worked for centuries preparing for the 
expansion of Light that is now flooding the entire system to which this earth 
belongs. 

How do the Ascended Masters help mankind?
The Great Ascended Masters have worked for centuries preparing for the 
expansion of Light that is now flooding the entire system to which this earth 
belongs. The Cosmic Command for the permanent Golden Age has been gi-
ven and must now manifest on this planet. The Great Cosmic Law has begun 
the release and increase of that Light which compels all things to come into 
Perfect Divine Order wherever It flows, and will continue to expand throug-
hout this planet until all its humanity has made the Ascension.



They are the teachers of mankind
The Great Ascended Masters of Love, Light, and Perfection who have guided 
the expansion of the Light in humanity on this planet from the beginning, are 
no figment of anyone‘s imagination. They are real, visible, tangible, glorious, 
living, breathing Beings of such Love, Wisdom, and Power that the human 
mind gasps at the immensity of it. They work everywhere in the universe with 
complete freedom and limitless power, to do naturally all that the average 
individual considers supernatural.
They are wielders of such power and manipulators of such force as to stagger 
the imagination of the person in the outer world. They are the Guardians of 
the race and, as in the world of physical education, various grades of tea-
chers are provided to guide the development of the individual‘s growth from 
childhood to maturity, and then beyond, preparing him for special work; so 
do the Ascended Masters of Perfection exist to educate and help the indi-
vidual that he too may expand his consciousness beyond ordinary, human 
expression. Thus, he develops his superhuman attributes, until like the stu-
dent graduating from college, the one under the care and instruction of an 
Ascended Master graduates out of his humanity, into the full, continuous  
expression of his Divinity.

They are able to change Their Bodies
The Ascended Masters are able to change the bodies they function in like 
one ordinarily changes his clothes, for the cellular structure is always under 
conscious control, and every atom is obedient to their slightest direction. 
They are free to use one or more bodies, if the work they desire to do requi-
res it, for their ability to assemble or dissolve an atomic body is absolutely 
unlimited. They are All-Powerful Manifestors –  of all Substance and Energy, 
for the forces in Nature, which mean the four elements, are their willing and 
obedient servants.
These Glorious Beings, who guard and help the evolving human race, are 
called the Ascended Masters of Love, Light, and Perfection. They are all the 
word Master implies because, by bringing forth the Love, Wisdom, and Pow-
er of the God Self Within, they manifest their Mastery over all that is human. 
Hence, they have ‚Ascended‘ into the next expression above the human –  
which is the Superhuman –  Divinity, Pure, Eternal, All-Powerful Perfection.

They are That upon which They have meditated 
The Great Ascended Masters have become Perfect and All-Powerful, by 
dwelling or thinking upon Perfection and obeying the One Law of Life - Love. 
They are that upon which They have meditated. Today mankind is that upon 



which it has meditated or focused its attention in the past. Human beings 
would not live to be over twelve years of age, if it were not for the Continual 
Help of these Great Luminous Beings of Transcendent Attainment and Love. 
They give the same Wonderful Care to the inhabitants of earth that loving, 
unselfish parents give to their children, and help all individuals who have a 
sincere desire to live constructively. To such persons, an opportunity is always 
open that they may attune to and contact the ‚Mighty I AM Presence‘ within 
themselves, anchor to Perfection, and thus, come into the Ascended State 
also, if they be determined enough.

Why do They not correct the discord upon earth?
The Ascended Masters always work in perfect co-operation with the Cosmic 
Law of Love. Students often ask, ‚Why, if these Masters are All-wise and All-
powerful, do they not correct the discord upon earth and make humanity‘s 
suffering cease?‘ They do help the individual, who wishes to serve the Light, 
to harmonize his thought and feeling, and bring the body into obedience to 
the ‚Mighty I AM Presence.‘ They protect him thousands of times, from de-
structive currents of force and activities of which he has no knowledge, but 
they cannot and do not fulfill his Plan of Life for him.

They have trod every foot of the path
The Ascended Masters are Masters of Love, Light and Wisdom. Only through 
Them can humanity understand ‚Life‘ and reach Attainment, for they know 
all, have experienced the activity of this earth, are now wholly Divine, and 
Master of its forces. They have trod every foot of the path, the human being 
now treads, and know every step of the way.
Because of this, They can and do show the student its pitfalls, if he cares to 
listen and be protected from them; but They will not, and never do intrude 
upon the Free Will of the individual, for that is his Divine Birthright and they 
respect it.


